Have general questions about the organization or special sponsorship opportunities? Call Publisher Charles Seiverd at 928-634-5001, or email chuck@thenoise.us.

Prints! We take pride in the highest quality reproduction ... let your color & creativity flow!

Sponsorship should be created CMYK color in high resolution (300dpi) press optimized format, all images & fonts imbedded. Preferred digital files: PDF, TIF, EPS or JPEG. Media Formats: via Dropbox/YouSendIt, disc, or email. Send all production questions to: info@thenoise.us.

The Noise Home Office: PO Box 1257 • Clarkdale, Arizona 86324
Your Market is ARIZONA!

Since 2001, we are Arizona’s variety monthly, chock-full of quality writing and stunning visual reproduction, a strategy aimed at engaging visitors and citizens from many walks of life.

Our audience is: sharp, young at heart, more likely to hold college degrees, attend art shows, theatre, live music concerts and festivals; be involved in the community, tool around in the garden, go for a hike, and look to the future. As tourists and locals, they like to have a good time in our state’s most sought-after territory, dining out and enjoying good conversation over coffee, a smoothie, or glass of beer or wine.

Readership & Circulation

We distribute to 300+ destination locations throughout the state, with a per-edition monthly readership of 50,000+. We’re regularly in 15 Northern Arizona communities — Flagstaff, Winslow, Williams, Sedona, Village of Oak Creek, Cornville, Cottonwood, Clarkdale, Jerome, Prescott, Prescott Valley, Camp Verde, Payson, Pine and Strawberry — serving a combined regional population of 190,000 Arizonans who witness 12 million domestic and foreign tourists visiting annually.

And this Autumn, we’ve added select distribution to the downtowns of Phoenix and Tucson!

People pick us up free of charge in the state’s most popular cafes and restaurants, wineries and breweries, grocery and retail stores, hotels, lodges, and resorts, college campuses, galleries, museums and visitors’ centers. Readers bring us home, saving editions for reference and monthly reminder.

Surveys indicate a high pass-around rate (2-5+), and the magazine is so popular, distributors often hold reservations for copies. Our shelf-life and “upcycled” printing is conscientious to demand — meeting one of our native goals as a sustainable periodical.

Sponsoring the NOISE

As an Arizona 501c3 non-profit publication, sponsoring the magazine is easy and a great way to reduce your tax liability, locally and within the arts community.

Our focused circulation, profile, and popular area of origin provide sponsors a unique means to reach active, mindful citizens and visitors to the area. Though free on the stands, we are a valued publication, like no other.

Reserve space in the upcoming edition!
Call Publisher, Charles Seiverd • 928-600-0422 • or email chuck@thenoise.us